Sagan Morrow | Professional Editor | Social Media Manager | Content Creator

Editing & Writing Rates
Type of
Work
Editing

Proofreading

Editing and
writing

Type of Project

Fee
(CDN $)
Manuscripts (including but not
5 cents / 
limited to novels, novellas, and
word

short stories) longer than 1,000

words

Children’s books and documents $50 /
shorter than 1,000 words
hour

Academic and scholarly materials 7 cents /
(including but not limited to
word
grant proposals, essays, and
academic articles) longer than
1,000 words
Manuscripts (including but not
3 cents / 
limited to novels, novellas, and
word
short stories) and online or

hardcopy documents of any kind
Online materials (including but
$50 /

not limited to websites, blogs,
hour

newsletters, and social media)

Promotional materials (including $60 /
but not limited to posters, flyers, hour

and brochures)

Social Media Blog and social media strategy
Management

$300
flat fee





Maintenance of blog and Twitter
(maintenance of other social
media platforms also available;
fee is subject to change)

$400 /
month






Features
Basic proofreading
Content editing
Comments about style
Structural editing and / or rewriting,
if required / desired
Fast turnaround time (within the
space of two weeks unless otherwise
discussed)

Basic proofreading for typos and
consistency
Comments about content / style as
needed
Content writing and / or editing
Basic proofreading
Comments about style and good
practices
Fast turnaround time (within the
space of one week unless otherwise
discussed)
Comprehensive outline and plan for
your blog and social media
Draft of an editorial calendar
Recommendations for best practices
and promotional opportunities
Creation and implementation of blog
editorial calendar, including writing
and editing blog posts and managing
blog widgets, comments, etc.
Creating content on Twitter
Responding to messages on Twitter,
finding and engaging followers, and
conducting cross-promotion
between the blog and Twitter

*Please note that all fees are estimates and therefore subject to change depending on the project and
other factors involved.
*Please note that for editing projects paid by the word, the fee is set based on the initial word count
provided by the author.

www.livingintherealworld.net | sagan.morrow@gmail.com

